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Titre du stage : S. Cerevisiae Growth in Cylindrical Colonies 
 
Résumé :  
Microorganisms growing on solid media can form various complex shapes, yet to be fully understood. In our 
lab, we study Saccharomyces cerevisiae colonies growth by restraining  access  to nutrients using 
patterned filtration membrane with selectively blocked pores. When grown   on such membranes, yeast 
colonies can adopt any shapes, growing as if they were extruded from the patterns of porisity. In particular, it 
is possible to grow yeast cylindrical colonies which grow linearly with time for typically two weeks. This 
growth rate can be predicted assuming one limiting nutrient diffusion (glucose) and that only some cells near 
the bottom of the cylinder (closer to the glucose source) are able to divide. Importantly, we showed that the 
growth rate of the cylinder, does not depend only on the single cell growth rate, but is rather a function of the 
the single cell growth rate and the specific absorption of glucose. This suggests that cells that are the fittest 
in well mixed, liquid culture, are not necessarily forming the fastest growing colonies.  
 

 
 
   
Figure: (left) An array of yeast cylindrical colonies. Using a laser based scanner, we can measure the 
morphogenesis of yeast colonies with an excellent accuracy (<10 µm). Using this we can relate the growth 
rate to the incoming nutrient flux (right) and the geometry of the colony.  
 
To check this hypothesis, we are looking for a M2 physicist to improve our prototype of a colony scanner in 
order to automatically follow the growth rate of yeast colonies on different carbon sources and with different 
genetic background. These results will be compared to the growth rate of single cells grown in similar 
conditions. This way we will compare the "fitness" of an assembly of cells to the fitness of its individuality and 
outline the emergence of complex, collective behaviour that are set by yeast metabolic interactions with their 
environment.  
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